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KWR Watercycle Research Institute is a renowned 
research institute in the field of water and water cycles, 
which develops expertise and makes it accessible to 
various national and international organizations such as 
drinking water companies, regional water boards, local 
governments and trade and industry. At the green busi-
ness location on the Groningenhaven in Nieuwegein, a 
new office is currently replacing the existing building, 
which was out-dated and no longer met today’s require-
ments. 

cepezed’s design is strongly interwoven with and makes 
maximum use of the surrounding landscape. The building is 
elevated more than a metre above ground level, making it an 
open, light and transparent pavilion on a plateau. To create 
a pleasant space outside and effective protection from the 
sun, it has been provided with a broad canopy at the top. The 
pavilion itself is largely made of glass, which gives the users 
an optimal connection with the green surroundings. 
The building structure consists mainly of two generic bays 12 
metres deep. These do not have any supporting walls and 
have a gross storey height of four metres. This arrangement 
allows for every conceivable combination of laboratories, 
offices and shared functions such as meeting spots, quiet 
spaces, brainstorming spaces, meeting rooms, project team 
areas and so on. The bays are interconnected by means of 
passages and footbridges. 

In between the bays, a stepped atrium represents the beating 
heart of the building; This is a place where people can come 
together, work and confer, but also drink coffee and eat in the 
restaurant. The restaurant underneath, on the south side of 
the building, can be closed off from the rest of the building 
and as a result is multifunctional and can, for instance, be 
used for conferences or other gatherings. The other functions 
are accessed separately and are therefore always easy to 
reach. 

The parking spaces are situated apart in the green area, so 
employees have a short walk through the landscape every 
morning to get to the building. The pavilion has a green roof 
that appears to run inside via the central stepped atrium, so 
that nature almost literally continues into the building. In addi-
tion, a series of integral sustainability measures were includ-
ed in the design; these measures fit in well with KWR and are 
also in part focused on achieving optimal water management.
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1 main entrance
2 conference rooms
3 terrace
4 restaurant
5 kitchen
6 cascading atrium floor
7 office space
8 storage
9 dispatch
10 workshop
11 pilot hall
12 laboratory
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ground floor & first floor
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1. main entrance
2. conference rooms
3. terrace
4. restaurant
5. kitchen
6. cascading atrium floor
7. office space
8. storage
9. dispatch
10. workshop
11. pilot hall
12. laboratory

ground floor

first floor
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1 workshop
2 storage
3 roof garden
4 cascading atrium floor
5 restaurant
6 technical room
7 terrace

longitudinal section

west elevation

south elevation
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west elevation
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south elevation
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1. workshop
2. storage
3. roof garden
4. cascading atrium floor
5. restaurant
6. technical room
7. terrace
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1 insulated glazed atrium roofing
2 steel structure
3 steel PET-profile
4 hollow core slab
5 steel box profile
6 glass balustrade with aluminum
handrail
7 seamless floor finishing on
concrete compression layer with
underfloor heating
8 restraint of balustrade
9 double glazed inner wall
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1 glazed canopy
2 sedum roofing
3 hollow core slab
4 composite steel beam
5 metal ceiling with concealed
mounting
6 steel box profile
7 seamless floor finishing on
concrete compression layer with
underfloor heating
8 venthole covering of perforated
metal sheet
9 shading of greenhouse textile,
electrically operated
10 curtainwall system without
clamps or cornice
11 insulation glass, structurally
mounted
12 steel grating
13 console with thermal interruption
14 drainage tube

vertical façade details

scale 1: 10

1. glazed canopy
2. sedum roofing
3. hollow core slab
4. composite steel beam
5. metal ceiling with concealed mounting
6. steel box profile
7.   seamless floor finishing on concrete compression 

layer with underfloor heating
8. venthole covering of perforated metal sheet
9. shading of greenhouse textile, electrically operated
10. curtainwall system without clamps or cornice
11. insulation glass, structurally mounted
12. steel grating
13. console with thermal interruption
14. drainage tube

1. insulated glazed atrium roofing
2. steel structure
3. steel PET-profile
4. hollow core slab
5. steel box profile
6. glass balustrade with aluminum handrail
7.   seamless floor finishing on concrete compression 

layer with underfloor heating
8. restraint of balustrade
9. double glazed inner wall
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